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FOCUSED ON MODULAR SOLUTIONS

The Tasmanian Tiger-Collection 2016
For the 2016 season, Tasmanian Tiger is focussing on modular solutions in the key collections, in order to tailor military 
equipment even more precisely to specific and individual requirements.

Combat Backpack with Sophisticated Features
Popular combat backpacks have been completely revised and given new, carefully designed detail solutions. The TT Path-
finder MK II is now coming with Molle on both sides, which means it can be extended with any TT Pouch or accessory. A large, 
variable volume compression flap on the front can be used for helmets etc.

Lightweight Plate Carrier with Laser Cut Technology
Extensive modular “mix and match” solutions are provided by the waistcoats and strap systems. The range is completed by 
the lighter TT Plate Carrier LC with the laser-cut Molle system.

Low Profil Medic Backpack with Adaptable Interior
Tasmanian Tiger presents with the TT Medic Assault Pack MK II a flat Medic backpack with intelligent, clearly laid-out interior. 
The Molle system on the front and side is laser cut. The lightweight padded shoulder straps can be detached and kept in a 
velcro pocket on the bag, and the rucksack comes with webbing so it can be adapted to a panel carrier or waistcoat. Stowable 
carrying handles for high-speed transportation in an emergency.

Tactical Belts: Flexible and Functional
Tactical belts are being presented in a more flexible sizing system and with more comprehensive features. Such as the TT 
Equipment Belt MK II which comes with a Cobra closure from AustriAlpin.

New Tac-Series: Outdoor- and Survival Pack for Multiple Use
The new TT Tac Pack 45 features the V2 Plus Carrying System and is a member of the new „civil“ line. Within this category 
you will find products that are made for business and tactical use as well as for private use. The outdoor- and survival backpack 
can be individually fitted with side pockets, while the detachable hip strap (Warrior Belt) can be used separately as a survival 
belt. The backpack has a waterproof inner bag with roll-up closure.
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